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Discusses the events leading up to the American Revolution, including how the
colonies became an independent country, the effects of the French and Indian War,
and influential leaders such as George Washington and Sam Adams.
Compact living is sustainable living. High-density cities can support closer amenities,
encourage reduced trip lengths and the use of public transport and therefore reduce
transport energy costs and carbon emissions. High-density planning also helps to
control the spread of urban suburbs into open lands, improves efficiency in urban
infrastructure and services, and results in environmental improvements that support
higher quality of life in cities. Encouraging, even requiring, higher density urban
development is a major policy and a central principle of growth management
programmes used by planners around the world. However, such density creates design
challenges and problems. A collection of experts in each of the related architectural and
planning areas examines these environmental and social issues, and argues that highdensity cities are a sustainable solution. It will be essential reading for anyone with an
interest in sustainable urban development.

Chinese Shamanic Cosmic Orbit Qigong is an advanced form of Qigong from
one of China’s esoteric traditions. Never before written about in the West, this
form offers great cumulative benefits from regular daily practice. Master Wu
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describes the practice in detail, including the meaning and significance of the
Chinese names for each movement, with its shamanic roots, and provides the
mantra, visualization, and mudra for each as well as explaining the therapeutic
benefits and talismanic aspects. The book is fully illustrated, and there is a handy
reference quick guide at the end showing the entire orbit. This unique book will
be essential reading for advanced students and practitioners of Qigong and
anyone interested in Daoism, or the ancient wisdom traditions of China.
A robust, authentic model for creating and clearly articulatinga personal
leadership philosophy Based on leadership expert Mike Figliuolo's popular
"LeadershipMaxims" training course, One Piece of Paper teachesdecisive,
effective leadership by taking a holistic approach todefining one's personal
leadership philosophy. Through a series ofsimple questions, readers will create a
living document thatcommunicates their values, passions, goals and standards to
others,maximizing their leadership potential. Outlines a clear approach for
identifying a concise andmeaningful set of personal leadership maxims by which
leaders canlive their lives Explains and applies four basic aspects of leadership:
leadingyourself, leading the thinking, leading your people, and leading abalanced
life Generates a foundational document that serves as a touchstonefor leaders
and their teams Simple, applicable, and without pretense, One Piece ofPaper
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provides a model for real leadership in the realworld.
The book of Jonah is arguably just as jarring for us as it was for the ancients. Ninevah's
repentance, Jonah's estrangement from God and the book's bracing moral conclusion all pose
unsettling questions for today's readers. For biblical theologians, Jonah also raises tough
questions regarding mission and religious conversion. Here, Daniel Timmer embarks on a new
reading of Jonah in order to secure its ongoing relevance for biblical theology. After an
examination of the book s historical backgrounds (in both Israel and Assyria), Timmer
discusses the biblical text in detail, paying special attention to redemptive history and its
Christocentric orientation. Timmer then explores the relationship between Israel and the
nations—including the question of mission—and the nature of religious conversion and spirituality
in the Old Testament. This New Studies in Biblical Theology volume concludes with an
injunction for scholars and lay readers to approach Jonah as a book written to facilitate spiritual
change in the reader. Addressing key issues in biblical theology, the works comprising New
Studies in Biblical Theology are creative attempts to help Christians better understand their
Bibles. The NSBT series is edited by D. A. Carson, aiming to simultaneously instruct and to
edify, to interact with current scholarship and to point the way ahead.
Every family has a story. Every story, eventually, must be told. For most of their lives, Julian
Perel and his sister, Paula, lived in a house cast in silence, witnesses to a father struggling
with a devastating secret too painful to share. Though their father took his demons to the
grave, his past refuses to rest. As adults, brother and sister struggle to find their voices. A
scientist governed by numbers and logic, Julian now lives an ordered life of routine and
seclusion. My father gave up his language and his homeland. But he carried his sadness with
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him, under his skin. It was mine now. In contrast, Paula has entered the world as eagerly as
Julian retracts from it. An aspiring opera singer, she is always moving, buoyant with sound.
Singing was the only gift I could offer to my father. I filled the house with music. I tried to give
him joy. . . . Yet both their lives begin to change on a Wednesday, miercoles, the day that
sounds like miracles. Before embarking on a European opera tour, Paula asks her
housekeeper, Sola, to stay at her place--and to look after Julian in the apartment above. Yet
Sola, too, has a story. I want to clean myself like the window of a house, make myself clear for
things to pass through. Flat and quiet. As Paula uncovers pieces of her father's early life in
Budapest and the horrifying truth of his past, Julian bears witness to Sola's story--revelations
that help all three learn how to both surrender and revere the shadows that have followed them
for so long. The Speed of Light is a powerful debut about three unforgettable souls who
overcome the tragedies of the past to reconnect with one another and the world around them.
In an extraordinary accomplishment, Elizabeth Rosner has created a novel of love and
redemption that proves the pain of the untold story is far greater than even the most difficult
truth.

The exciting sequel to Good Intentions! Alex Carlisle has enough to deal with
even on quiet days. Living with an angel and a succubus is no easy feat. One
has divine responsibilities she can't explain, and the other tempts him toward a
decadent lifestyle he's not sure he can manage. Add to that the stresses of
college and trying to hold down a job, and it's lucky Alex can even keep his head
on straight. Yet the complications keep on coming. An amorous (and terrifying)
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werewolf won't take no for an answer. Vampires from across the country want to
know what happened to their allies in Seattle. To top it all off, events in the city
have drawn the attention of Federal agents who know far too much about the
supernatural, and they have no patience for the chaos that Alex and his friends
leave in their wake. WARNING: Natural Consequences contains explicit sex,
explicit violence, explicit expletives, violent misuse of office equipment, nudity,
perfidy, disruption of public transit services, polyamory, theft, arson, open
relationships, trespassing, heterosexual foreplay, lesbian sex, depictions of
beings of a divine and demonic nature bearing little resemblance to established
religious or mythological canon, cell phone hacking, contempt of court, flagrant
violations of civil rights, dangerous use of alcoholic drinks, infidelity, public sex,
bras, panties, murder, attempted murder, blasphemy, atheist rationalizations,
cannibalism, prostitution, decapitations, gossiping, defenestration,
exsanguinations, tax evasion, sexual harassment, ancient Babylonian marriage
customs, horse-poisoning, stalking, selfies, bribery, assault under color of
authority, fantasy depictions of sorcery and witchcraft, highly sexualized
Halloween costumes, assault and battery, stabbings, excessive handcuff play,
mayhem, explosions, existential discussions, controversial topics of sci-fi fandom,
living room sex, home invasions, mind control, conspiracy, cohabitation outside
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of marriage, multiple references to British science fiction literature and television,
bad study habits, government surveillance, donuts, spousal abuse,
interrogations, even more explicit sex, guys from Eugene, classroom misconduct,
sexual misconduct, divine misconduct, general misconduct, voyeurism, reckless
driving, murder of Federal agents, poor firearms safety habits, misuse of a
swimming pool for gladiatorial combat, insanity, immolations, public
endangerment, sexual promiscuity, consistent contempt of vampires (screw 'em,
they suck), kidnapping of police officers, kidnapping of Federal agents, underage
drinking, dismemberment, abuse of authority, still more explicit sex,
electrocutions, destruction of private property, escape from Federal custody,
barbering without a cosmetology license, World War I, betrayals, slavery, mild
dom/sub play, cosplaying, a high school flashback, infidelity, reliable predictions
of eternal damnation, destruction of a nice Zoot suit, nutshots, party fouls,
littering, domestic violence, lengthy foreplay, abbreviated foreplay, disrespect for
authority, falsification of records, prostitution, public indecency, impersonation of
police officers, obstruction of justice, biting, clawing, hair-pulling, trash-talking and
a general and willful disregard for traditional Western family values.
Recommended by the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts
and Literacy as an exemplary informational text. How did compliant colonials with
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strong ties to Europe get the notion to become an independent nation? Perhaps
the seeds of liberty were planted in the 1735 historic courtroom battle for the
freedom of the press. Or maybe the French and Indian War did it, when colonists
were called "Americans" for the first time by the English, and the great English
army proved itself not so formidable after all. But for sure when King George III
started levying some heavy handed taxes on the colonies, the break from the
motherland was imminent. With such enthralling characters as George
Washington, Sam Adams, Patrick Henry, Eliza Pinckney, and Alexander
Hamilton throughout, From Colonies to Country is an amazing story of a nation
making transformation. About the Series: Master storyteller Joy Hakim has
excited millions of young minds with the great drama of American history in her
award-winning series A History of US. Recommended by the Common Core
State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy as an exemplary
informational text, A History of US weaves together exciting stories that bring
American history to life. Hailed by reviewers, historians, educators, and parents
for its exciting, thought-provoking narrative, the books have been recognized as a
break-through tool in teaching history and critical reading skills to young people.
In ten books that span from Prehistory to the 21st century, young people will
never think of American history as boring again.
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